RISING ISRAELI SETTLER VIOLENCE IN THE OCCUPIED WEST BANK

2017
10 SETTLER ATTACKS* EACH WEEK, ON AVERAGE
- 2 people injured
- 114 trees vandalized
- 1 livestock stolen, killed, or injured
- 2 vehicles vandalized

2022 (JAN-SEP)
27 SETTLER ATTACKS EACH WEEK, ON AVERAGE
- 42 people injured
- 191 trees vandalized
- 6 livestock stolen, killed, or injured
- 11 vehicles vandalized

170% INCREASE FROM 2017 TO 2022

"SETTLERS ATTACKED US AT NIGHT. THEY STOLE THE SHEEP AND HAD WEAPONS WITH THEM. THEY RAN AFTER MY CHILDREN... NOW EVERY TIME WE HEAR THE SOUND OF A CAR WE ARE SCARED."

Palestinian woman from Al-Mughayyir

SOURCE: Première Urgence Internationale Palestine
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